
FLIGHT CONTROLLER

CONNECT TO THE TRANSMITTER
BNF-Frsky D16 mode
1,Turn on the transmitter while holding the F/S button on the module

(please refer to the module instruction manual for switch positions).

Release the button. The RED LED on the Module will flash,indicating 

the transmitter is ready to bind to the receiver.

2,Connect battery to the XM+receiver while holding the F/S button on the 

receiver.The LED on the receiver will flash,indicating the bindingprocess 

is completed.is completed.

3,Turn off both the transmitter and the receiver.

4,Turn on the transmitter and connectthe battery.The GREEN LED on the 

receiver indicates the receiver is receiving commands from the transmitter.

The receiver/transmitter module binding will not have to be repeated,

unless  one of the tow is replaced.

BNF-Flysky AFHDS 2A
1, Press and hold the receiver  BIND key then plug in battery, when the 

 light flashs, the receiver enters the code state,release the BIND key;

2, Use the transmitter to enter the code mode；

3, when the receiver̀s  light flashs from fast to slow means the success

 of the code;

4, Restart the transmitter, reenergized the drone ,when the receiver̀s 

light is on , the connection is done;light is on , the connection is done;

5,The light is on when working.
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FRENQUENCY AND OUTPUT POWER CONTROL
Frequency and power control methods with BF OSD,you can change it with your 

transmitter.
Key frequency control:Press the key to change the CH1-8.

                                     Press and hold the key for 3 seconds and the C4 light flash,

                                     then press the key to change the frequency group FR(A-R).

Power control:Press and hold the key for 6 seconds and the R light flash,then press 

                  the key to change the power level  25mw/50nW/100mw/200mW/400mW.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Brand Name Drone Name

Flight Controller ESC

Motor Propeller

Camera VTX

AURORA RC STICK4

F411 AIO 30A 
Upgrade firmware version:MATEKF411

BLHELI S 30A (built-in)

T-MOTOR F1507 2700KV Gemfan Flash 4032-3

CADDX.US Turbo EOS2 25-50-100-200-400mW 40CH

F411 AIO 30A


